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Like many progressive institutions, New York University recently
created a universitywide senate.

This comprehensive body included student,

LC1
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O
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. faculty staff and administrative representatives.

Its jurisdiction

covered.a broae range of academic and non-academic campus issues.

When

the.Cambodia-Kent crisis reached Washington Square last May, it was only
natural for the new Senate to consider when and in what manner the school
A meeting of the Senate on May 6 resolved that each

year should conclude.

school or college within the University should set irs own requirements
for course completion.

The resolution went on to urge the several

faculties to suspend formal classes for the balance of the semester -the remaining ten days or so -- and arrange suitable options for examinations and grades.

Acting under this authority the faculty of the Law

School permitted its.studen6 to take final exams or not, as they chose,
and to receive credit for the work done to date.

Most students, in law

as well as other fields, left the campus confident of what would have
seemed obvious to the university community -- that the Senate could
sanction and the faculty could adopt course completion and grading
procedures suiting the emergency.

The limits of autonomy were soon to be tested, however, in ways
that few members of the faculty could have anticipated.
the first to be chastened.

The law school was

Shortly after reading of the faculty resolution,

rD
the New York Court of Appeals ruled on its own motion that students wishing
to take the bar examination must complete all their courses by,regular
A

written tests.

(Other options, such as papers, were permissible only if.

I
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consistently allowed 4n other years.)

To make clear

the locus

of responsibility, the judges added'that rules on eligibility for law
practice "may not be relaxed, the standards lowered, by decision or resolution of a majority of the faculty of a law 'school."

To deviate in the way

NYU had done would "tend to downgrade the equality of legal education in
Thus the students reluctantly returned late in May to

tir4 State."

Washington Square to take the examinations that the Court of Appeals, not
the faculty,deemed essential for certification,of professional competence.

The second blow to NYU carried even graver consequences for university autonomy.

A fireman in Queens, who had worked hard to send his son

to an expensive private university, was angered by NYU's alteration of the
course completion procedures.
claims

Late in the summer he filed suit in small

court for refund of the sum of $277.40 -- a pro rata share of his

son's tuition and fees which reflected
received between May 6 and 19.

the education not

In October the small claims judge awarded

not only recovery to the aggrieved father but a serious blow to the already
beleagured University.

Recognizing that the decision to alter or suspend

classes was that of the Senate and not of the President or Chancellor
alone, the judge nonetheless thought the modification illegitimate.
Testimony

in court

indicated not only that the Senate had,seats for

20 students, but that more of the students than of the faculty members
were probably present on May 6.

Yet the judge found "representation of

the student body in [the] Senate conspicuous by its absence."
The opinion ventured

grave doubt whether the Senate's action

"reflects a condition of its isolation from environmental influences then
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existing, indifference to its legal obligttions to the student body as a
whole, and to its moral responsibility to Society."

Then, paraphrasing

Irving Kristol, the court showed its disdain for the professoriat: "The
zeal to reform -by nationwide faculties has never yet*satisfied itself by

coming up with any single reform Which could be interpreted as at the
expense of faculty privilege."

Other arguments were offered in the University's behalf -- that the
emergency conditions of. May made it impossible to continue classes as

usual; that the faculty had been available during the month and had provided
alternative instruction and. examinations; and that the university bulletin

reserved the right to change academic requirements at any time.

Rejecting

these claims out of hand, the court concluded that a contract had been
0

unjustifiably breached, that the student had been denied an education. to

which he.was entitled, and that the amount of the loss could be set at
exactly $277.40.

A

\I

deserves mention here although it

third event

took place some months earlier.

During the summer of 1969, New York.

University (along with most colleges and universities in the state),
filed with the State ComMissioner of Education an updated set of Campus
conduct regulations.
.Law.

The filing was required by

the special Henderson

The statute directed the governing board of every

institution of higher learning in the state to "adopt rules and regulations

for'themaintenance of public order
enforcement thereof.

.

.

. and provide a program fdr the

Such rules and regulations shall govern the conduct

of students, faculty and other staff as well as visitors

.

"

The

sanction for noncompliance was loss of eligibility for all forms of

N
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state aid -- a heavy penalty

for New York's private as well as public

colleges since the inauguration of the Bundy Act payments.

The law did not absolutely forbid faculty and student participation
in the drafting process.

But neither did it, on the model of an earlier

law dealing with State University Trustee rulemaking, mandate such consultation.

Moreover, the deadline for filing -- August 15, 90 days after the

effective date -- was hardly conducive to maximizing faculty or student
input.

The faculties of Nev York's several hundred institutions of higher
learning remained curiously silent about the law; scarcely a voice was
heard in protest against institutional compliance.

In a recent paper

Professor Douglas Dowd of Cornell has attributed this passive acquiescence"
by New York professors to "faculty hypocrisy."

To Dowd the law repre

nted

"so clear [a] violation of the independence of the universities" that sih e
faculty silence could be explained only in this way, for professors around
the state "were at the same time resisting students' demands about the war,
the dtaft, racism, social deterioriation, etc. -- in the name of academic
freedom and independence."

With all deference to Professor Dowd, the chaige of hypocrisy
seems unconscionably harsh.

It is also inaccurate, and largely misses the

point of what is happening to the professoriat today.

For not being

sufficiently attentive to developments in Albany the faculties can' perhaps
be blamed.

Perhaps they, could be faulted for relaxing concern about

campus-governance and reverting to libraries and labOratories for the
'summer.

But the problem clearly is not one of hypocrisy -- a charge

that would-stand only, if the faculties of New York's colleges knew the

.
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full impact of the Henderson law and still let it go unchallenged.

This experience illustrates the central thesis of the present paper:
While most studies of faculty participation in university governance have
stressed the neutral, intrinsic limitations on effective self-government,
the greater and more intrusive constraints today

derive from

external forcea that 'are poorly understood (if perceived at all) by
most academicians.

The analysis of this central thesis requires first an examination
of the natural and intrinsic limitations on faculty participation -- the
traditional and well understood reasons why faculty self-government does not
'always function effectively.

Thereafter we shall turn to the much more

novel and mare alarming threats posed, for-faculty autonomy and self-

determination by external sources.

We shall conclude with a series of

suggestions. for ways that faculty and faculty groups may combat they' -

novel incursions and thus restore or retain an absolutely essential
.

control over the character and destiny of their own profession.

r-
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I.

INTRINSIC LIMITS ON AUTONOMY

The evolution of faculty participation in university governance is
not easy to trace.

The perceptive report of the NASULGC Committee on

Student-Faculty-Administration Relationships, chaired by President Robben
Fleming, observed last"year: ,"Faculty 4nfluence in decision-making
process had not taken a positive rise, historically.

Rather their influence
.

has tended to oscillate."

There have been periods of great strength or

even dominance -- the hegeomony of the tutors at colonial Harvard and
William and Mary, and the years right after World War I when the AAUP, the
Berkeley Senate and the professional associations were young and lusty.
But the cycle has always reversed; the t'Ators in the colonial colleges were

fiTSTecigradually) y lay board members, and the faculty power of the 20's
was undercut by the depression .not to return until the tight labor market
of the 1960's.

Today it appears that faculty )owes and autonomy are

being rapidly eroded once again.

in

novel.

The eroding forces are in Part familiar,

We begin with the traditional limitations, most notable/

among which is the fort:Al circumscription of power delegated by

governing

bcarde where all power theoretically resides.

A. Delegation by Governing Boards.

The delegation of power to

faculties has always been partly de jure and partly de facto -- the formert
because trustees know there are certain matters better handled by the.

faculty than anyone else; the latter because the board does not have time
or inclination to exercise, all its retained power and the faculty is

often able

to preempt the resulting vacuum.

important, vallfications at both levels.

But there are

'A de facto delegation usually

.involves a delicate thread that may be .cut if the power-acquired by the
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Of cburse

faculty is so exercised as to annoy or threaten the trustees.

the board does not often reassert its own right to do what it no longer
wishes the faculty to do; as with the control of student discipline at
Berkeley in December, 1964, it simply shifts that power to some other,

more trusted

usually the administration.

s.

A de jure delegation to the faculty is superficially More durable.
4

Yet there are two important limitations on its exercise.

First, the

attitudes and opinions of trustees are not always 44 generous as the formal
delegations they have made.

The recent findings in Hartnett's study of

governing boards suggests fiow fragile may be the basis of standing orders

and bylaws granting power to campus groups.

After noting that over half

the ttlatees sampled feel faculty and students should not have major
authority in eight of sixteen typical campus decisions, and almost two
thirds feel the selection of an academic dean is primarily a reg u
responsibility, Hartnett concludes rather cautiously that these data
"underscore some of the very wide differences of opinion among members of
the academic community as to who should govern."
.

Occasionally these, differences break into the open.

Selective

withdrawals of formally delegated authority are by no means unknown and
are in fact increasing.

The Regentsjof the University of California,

for example, reasserted the power over curriculum given to the Senate
Committee on Courses for the sole purpose of denying credit to the
Eldridge Cleaver course and to students originally enrolled in it who
later signed up for individual study with a
. psychology professor.

Two years later the Regents withdrew long

'delegated authority over nontenure faculty appointments just long enough

4, 6
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to deny a second year to Angela Davis -- against th6 advice of every group
on the UCLA campus that had appraised her first year performance.
The selective reassertion of power by the University of Missouri's
Board of Curators has been much less publicized but is perhaps more ominous.
Largely as a result of the reconstitution of courses and the relaxation of
examination requirements in Mai', the Board at its June meeting repudiated

an a6keement between the Chancellor of the Columbia campus and a facultystudent group under which passing grades could be awarded on the basis of
wbrk done through May.13.

In an effort to discover, the real culprits, the

Board also suspended for ten days without pay the tenured chairman of
sociology for refusing to give the Board the names of members of his
department who had

altered their courses.

The withdrawal may occut indirectly as well as directly.

Last

summer the Ohio Beard of Regents amended their Rule6.2, whichgoverns
allocation of funds to sta

d and state-assisted campuses.

The

e

entw clause provides that all state funds shall be withhe that is clbrAd as a result of

disorder.

any campus

The impact on autonomy is

not at once apparent

because the dedision.whether or not to close remains

at the campus level.

Yet by altering so drastically:the consequences of

that decision, the Regents have in effect removed-all options froMthe campus
Presidents and faculties.

No campus is likely to commit fiscal suicide by

closing unless' it becomes-physically impossible to main open.

MeAnwhile

J .vastly greater leverage is given to external agencies that have the power to
close the campus during disorder -- for example,'the county prosecutor and
state court that. ordered Kent State's doors indefinitely closed on May 4.

Thus the regenfal action does in fact constitute a major impairment of

campus autonomy, albeit by subtlaMeans.
4

r.

4
/
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One basic'point emerges from these recent reallocations of university
authority:

Governing boards never delegate the fun' range of their legal

power to campus constituencies, nor would it be aPp,)priate for them to do
so.

Yet much of the formai or informal delegation on which faculty and

----administrators depend for their authority and their: role in governance
turns out to be rather. fragile.

Any study of the limits on faculty autonomy

must begin here.
B.

Structure of Faculty Self-Government.

delegated, the faculty is- not always organized to

Even when the poWer is
receive and'exercise,it.

An American Council on Edudation-survey,of 1000 colleges and universities
showed that only 104 had faculty senates; 196 had faculty organizations

other than a senate; 149 hd faculty representation through a council or
committee; 441 had faculties meeting under admtni.stration leadership; 14

relied on the AAUP chapter; and the remaining 77 had no form of faculty
---

.//

organization or-leadership.

Even where an autonomous faculty organization

does exist, Harold Hodgkinson observes that .its origins

are often

rather

recent and its differentation or weaning from -the administration still in
Process.

He quotes as "the most typical comment with regard, to faculty

senates" one. respondent's view thdt "the senate is still young and hasn't
9,14

found its role."

1%04

One of the most i
is the emergence of univ

ressiVe deveaopments during the last two years

sity-wide.deliberative or legislatiVabodied.

z ,Yet the ide tity crisis may be'moSt acute here.

%.

It,was the University'

of 'New Hampshire's new campus Senate,which so.attrected-the'Chronicl

of

tigher Edurtion that a staff reporar was sent to urhad for dfront.4

page feature story. Yet it-was also the University of New Hampshire that_
t.

4

9

7(
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experienced last spring a crisis in governance which the Senate tats apparently

All 17 department chairmen in the College of Liberal

ppwerless to solve.

Arts resigned in February to protest the President's appointment of an
arbitration panel to resolve a dispute over the teaching of an extra
section in a political science 59.1wrae.

/

President had gone over thei
.without eonsidering t

The chairmen complained that the

heads in an attempt to appease the st dents

departMent's interests.

The resignations were

viventually-withdrawn after, tale President acknowledged he had been "remiss"

-

-

and agreed there was a need for Ppre:edures through which the needs of the
,-.Ar-.university.community can be expressed in an atmospbere.of calm." .(The

-Senate, in existence since the previous fall, apparently was not consulted
about the political science crisis.)

Thus there is some doubt whether the faculty is effeccively
organized 'to receive and exercise the power delegated by the governing board.

recariously organized

And if delegated power is in jeopardy, recently
faculties are in a poor position to protest sele

ive withdrawals

even the powerful-Berkeley and UCLA Senates cannot prevent.

tha0 t

Thus the

matter of structure is an important even if familiar and tangible limitation
on self-government.
C.

Faculty Attitudes Toward Governance./ Other limitations are
There is mounting evidence that faculty (like students) know-

self- imposed.
,

ingly fail to exercise the full range of power that is granted them.

Moieovep, as Archie Dykes noted in his intensive study of the faculty at
one large un

is

y, there is'Ha disturbingodiscrepancy between what the

faculty'perceived'its role to be on the campus
ein reality."

.

.

. and what its role is

The same study and others have noted a

-10

rowing ambiyalence

on the part of faculty toward parigoipation -- a broad consensus that
participation was important but much individual reluctance about becoming
involved.

Dykes found that many who agreed in principle that participation

was essential "placed participation at the bottom of their professional
priority list and deprecated their colleagues who do participate."
Two observable data reflect this ambivalence.

One is the low rate

of attendance at non-crisis faculty and senate meetings; the ACE survey
put the average figure at about 15% of eligible membership.

The other

indicium of ambivalence is the tendency which the recent studies of T.R.

McConnell and associates have shown for committee positions and chairmanships to concentrate in a rather few experienced.hands.

(Two explanations

are plausible -- one that the senate "oligarchs" forcibly monopolize power
and exclude younger men who seek a share of that power; the other, more
A

likely. that those who lack power grudgingly acquiesce in its uneven

distribution because it suits their own needs and priorities.)
Many factors may explain these phenomena.

We now review those

factors rather sketchily, both because/the job has been done thoroughly.

elsewnere, and becauie these limitatiOns are not our principal focus.
1.

Unrepresentative Character of Faculty Government.

a kind of circularityAt work here:

There is

The unrepresentative character of

faculty senates results largely from voluntary abstention by the great
majority of members.

Then, as the leadership becomes more exclusive and

"oligarchic," other faculty who might once have participated actively -the next 20% or so -- are alienated from further involvement by:the very
condition of their exclusion.

In his paper on faculty politics prepared

for the Linowitz Commission,: Seymour Martin Lipset shows how efforts to

11
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democratize faculty senates are often counter-productive.

The prolifera-

tion of committees simply enhances the hegemony of the oligarchs
in the end makes the whole system even less representative.

and thus

"In effect,"

Upset concludes, "faculty elections often serve to give populist legitimacy to locally oriented, relatively conservative professional faculty'

politicians, who rise to the 'top' because the 'cosmopolitan,' more
research-involved, liberal faculty see campus politics as a waste of time
in normal periods."

Thus the isolation of, the senate leaders from their

constituents may in fact be a circular process, accelerated rather than slowed
by attempts to expand channels of participation.
2.

The politics-research dilemma.

There is of course one obvious
Politics

reason for ambivalence about participation:

competes with

many other professional and scholarly activities that are not only likely
to be more rewarding'but more enjoyable as well.
complex than often supposed.

Yet the tensions are more

Not all those who are deeply involved in

faculty government have chosen to pursue politics rather than scholarship.
-

Indeed, Mortimer's study of the- Berkeley Senate suggests the oppo ite

pattern of preference: "emphasis on research productivity and othe\r researchI

oriented standards," he notes, "is
control of the Senate."

.

.

.

[an] important factor in

Thus the generalization "that the ruling

lite

lites

rarely include the scholarly productive" simply does not bear out nder
careful scrutiny of one of the oldest and most powerful of facillty bodies.

New hypotheses are needed to explain the highly individualistic
resolution. of the politics-scholarship conflict.. The experience at
Berkeley may well be atypical simply because the Senate is so powerful
and so autonomous-that participation has independent rewards available
on few other campuses.

Perhaps some professors find in senate committee

12

e

.
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chairmansAip and other offices a compromise between total commitment to
administration -- which would virtually preclude scholarship -- and complete
withdrawal from the seats of power.

Others are undoubtedly pressed into

service, against their will and initially for short terms, only to discover
that they really enjoy senate politics and find in it welcome diversions
from academic pursuits.

For still others, the experience of campus

politics is undeniably rele,7ant to scholarly work -- not only for those

who study higher education emse, but for many in the behavioral sciences
who have developed scholarly interests in the conduct, attitudes and
organization of campus constituencies.

The resolution of the dilemma

about participation is thus sufficiently individualistic that pat generalizations no longer suffice.
3.

The institutional-professional dilemma.

Another source of

faculty ambivalence is the dual perspective of the modern professor.

He

has allegiance both to the institution where he teaches and to the pxofession,
or discipline of which he is a member.

The resulting dilemma i

much one of whether to participate in governance, but where.

not so

Take the

professor who is especially concerned about preservation of academic
freedom.

If he has only a limited amount of time to devote to the cause,

he must choose among several available channels:

The academic freedom

,/

committee of his campus senate; perhaps a statewide senate committee if he

belongs to a large system4the'campus chapter of AAUP; a national AAUP
committee; or

increasingly within recent years -- the academic freedom

committee of his own professional association.

(One colleague at Berkeley,

badly burned by an experience at another campus, has committed his time at
several levels; he is an active member of the newly formed academic freedom
committee of his professional' society, of the Berkeley Division's academic

freedom committee and of the campus AAUP chapter.

Such multi-level

involvement is rare.and lisually costly to the professor's other commitments:

13
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In thc: particular case the conflict is mitigated by a growing professional

interest in the study of academic freedom and faculty organization.)
4.

Political naivete of the professoriat.

People seldom partici-

pate extensively in organizations they do not understand.
are no exception.

Faculty members

Since most of them are not expert in politics, the low

levels of participation are at least partly attributable to a lack of
sophistication.

There is also much naivete about the realities of higher

education and its administration.

Archie Dykes was puzzled, for example,

by the lack of awareness even among senior faculty of the nexus between
i.v

"academic" issues (over which faculty control was thought vital) and
"budgetary or fiscal" questions (which most professors were content to leave
to the administrators).

But the causal relationship between naivete and

nonparticipation is uncertain; we do not know whether professors stay out
of politics because they do not understand its intricacies, or whether
withdrawal caused by other forces simply denies them the political education that enforced participation would bring in time.
relationship runs, the result is clear enough:

Whichever way the

Professors like anyone

else will avoid activities they find bewildering and will abstain from
making decisions to which they may be bound but feel they cannot influence.
5.

Most

Ambivalence over the goals of faculty organization.

legislative or administrative bodies have fairly clear mandates.

They

are expected to enact or implement laws, promulgate regulations, or
declare general policy which other bodies must interpret and apply.
senates are,however, uniquely lacking in focus.
levels.

Faculty

Ambiguity exists at two

First there is the matter of jurisdiction,

notably

the doubt

that tormented many faculties last spring whether a senate ought to pass

14
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some taculty groups have stead-

fastly declined to legislate in the realm of foreign policy or even domestic
off-campus matters.

Others felt the war so compelling and so special a

case that an exception could conscientiously be made.

Still other senates

preserved their purity at least in prinAple by resolving into committees
of the whole, unofficial meetings of individual faculty members. and the
like to state their members' views on the war without binding the senate
per se to a political position.

There is much doubt whether the principle

was worth going to such lengths to preserve; there is even greater doubt
whether such technical circumvention did in the eyes of hostile trustees
or legislators preserve the principle of neutrality at all.

Ambiguity and lack of focus exist at a second level.

Technically

even the most powerful faculty group is only an advisor to the administration in many areas where it exercises almost complete de facto authority.
The dilemma is often acute:

If the faculty tries to assert officially the

power it holds in fact -- for example, by making a recommendation it knows
in advance the president will not or cannot accept -- the reins are quite
likely to be pulled up short.

Thus there is an unwritten rule recognized

by both parties to the informal arrangement -- advice will not be sought
where the answer would have to be unacceptable, and advice will not be
given where the response would have to be rejection.

The position of the

senate under these conditions remains a rather uneasy, sometimes
schizophrenic one.

Before leaving this subject something must be said about the deepest
ambivalence of all -- the faculty-administration relationship.

T. R.

McConnell has recently suggested that "tension is inherent in relationships
betweeil.faculty and administration."

In reaching that conclusion, he
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endorses the views of Terry Lunsford and tends to reject the conflict:-

minimizing impressions,of the Gross-Grambsch goals survey.

Feeling that

"the real discrepancy [between faculty and administration attitudes] is much
greater than the,questionnaires revealed," McConnell suggests that the
administrators "acting consciously or unconsciously on 'the myths by which
they have tried to explain their conduct to themselves and to the faculty,

professed that their values and goals were the same as those of the
academics."

Is it not possible that both Lunsford and the goals survey are
Several lines of reconciliation are

correct?

worth pursuing,

since the discrepancy between the studies is disturbing.

First, the

consonance or divergence of values varies enormously from one campus to
another, depending on the-degree to which the administration reflects an
academic-professional or a bureaucratic orientation.

In the community

college; the typical four year state college and even in the public university with relatively recent antecedents as a teachers college, the president
and his associates are likely to be much more bureaucratic than academic
in value and outlook.

The leadership ethos tends to be very different

-in the large university or the small elite liberal arts college.

In

fact, one would expect to find far greater value differences between
administrators in these two types of institutions than.between president
and professor on the academic campus.

For this reason as well as others,

it is risky to generalize even about-values, much less to abstract compari4

sons from the generalizations.

There is a second reconciliation that tears directly on faculty
autonomy.

Professors and administrators may share almost identical values

and attitudes on myriad relevant issues without necessarily working /ell

16.
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TheNc-,.tent to which harly,ony iii practiLe acLompaillub empaLity itt

value_ depends upon many factors -- personalities on both sides, structures
within which interaction occurs, policies of the governing board toward both
constituencies, etc.

Even where values are virtually identical -- indeed

especially where they are -- a measure of conflict and tension between faculty
and administration is not only inevitable but desirable.

The faculty that

loves the president or chancellor too much and is excessively cozy with his
aides is perhaps in greater damage of losing its autonomy than the faculty
that is always at war with the administration.

Hence a finding that values

w are shared is not necessarily incompatible with a perception

tension

of

and conflict.

Lessons for faculty autonomy begin toemerge at this point.

Clearly

an atmosphere of complete distrubst is not conducive to effective faculty
self-government.

If the chairman of the senate cannot even talk to the

president, the absence of .communication is bound to bring a centralization
of power.

Where the senate is powerful, of course, such alienation is

unlikely to exist -- not so much because the faculty can-force its way into
administrative councils, but because there has probably been extensive
faculty consultation in the selection of the president and other administrative officers.

In this situation, autonomy and effective self-

government are threatened.by prOximityrather.than. by distance, by the
desire to achieve and maintain consensus with the administration even at
the :expense of asserting faculty interests in opposition to the president.
6.

Ambivalence over the shpring of'power.

Because of recent

efforts to ihcrease student participation in university governance,

faculties have come under strong pressure to share more widely the power
they enjoy.

Earl McGrath has reviewed at length the extent and nature

of the response, in terms of national trends and patterns.

r7

There have
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been several especially bitter battles, such as the 50-50 student-faculty
controversy that deeply divided Hunter College last spring.

(The even-

balance proposal, pressed hard by students and some junior fatulty, was
rejected by the senior faculty and administration.

Some months later,

almost unnoticed, the Board of Higher Education did approve a new structure
for Hunter which substantially increased the student share.)

Far less is known about the faculties that have declined to share
their power -- those like the Berkeley and UCLA senates that have
refused to add students to standing committees.

One tentative

hypothesis may help to explain the wide variations in faculty hospitality
to student pressures.

Where faculty structures are recent or weak, the

resistance to adding student members to committees or to the creation of
new university-wide bodies has

been rather low.

Indeed, there may

even have been faculty enthusiasm for such reform; 40% of the seats in a
strong senate may look better than 100% of the seats in an ineffectual

forum. On the other hand, where the faculty has already achieved the kind
of power found at Berkeley, UCLA and Harvard, the degree of resistance
appears to have been high because the pie sought to be divided is so much
larger and richer.

While alternative arrangements have been made for

limited student participation, the power actually shared has tended to be
more that of the adtinistration than that of the faculty.

(Perhaps an

administration facing a strong and autonomous senate sees in student
partnership some of the benefits that a relatively weak faculty perceives in
the creation of a university -wide senate.)

In short, it appears that

the willingness of Ilifaclty to share the power with other constituencies

varies inversely with the degree of power itpresently'enjoys.

Where

the facultY\is strong, sharing is regarded as a form, of dilution.

18
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the faculty is weak or disorganized, sharing is at worst neutral and at
best a possible source of strength.

These several forms of ambivalence clearly impose limitations.
is far less clear what they limit.

It

Ambivalence does reduce the probable

attendance at senate meetings, the volume of business that can be transacted
by the senate, the number of volunteers for committee positions, and perhaps
the number of committees that can be staffed at all.

Ambivalence about

participation may undermine somewhat the legitimacy of senate acts among
the unrepresented -- although in the absence of contrary action oy other
strong units the challenge to legitimacy remains abstract.

Yet there

seems to be little correlation between the power exercised by a faculty
organization and the commitment to it; the turnout for Berkeley Senate
meetings except in time of crisis is about the national average for large
universities.

Perhaps the most that can be said is that faculty ambivalence

does limit the capacity of a senate to be a truly representative body.band

may in subtle ways erode its power.

There is little evidence that autonomy

suffers seriously from withdrawal or abstention.
Z.

The Changing Scale and Structure of Higher Education.

Few

trends are clearer in recent years than the rapid expansion of higher
education.

The change of scale, Daniel Bell has remarked, is "unprecedented

in the history of the university" and is not simply linear but "is a
change in form,/ and consequently in institution."

have not changed to'keep pace with the expansion.
observed:

Yet structures

Harold Hodgkinson has

"At the heart of the problem of government, for campus and

society, is the fact that we have drastitally increased'the populations

upon Waal governments must work, but we have made almost no change in'the
ti
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basic configurations'of governance with which we try to provide the social
cement which is a necessity for all social institutions."

Robben Fleming, in

his report to the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant
-

colleges, finds evidence that "the influence of faculty in decision-making
is declining due to the rapid growth of higher education, the disinterest
of many faculty members, and the resulting tendency to centralize authority
above the faculty."

The changes in scale that render decision-making more remote have
occurred not only at the campus level but, even more, 'in statewide systems.

T.R. McConnell points out that faculties in comprehensive university systems
"find themselves constrained by remote_system-wide governing boards and
by the policies and

ractices of distant central administrations"; campus

faculties are "limit d in their authority" over vital academic questions.

Several years ago t e AAHE-NEA Task Force report on faculty.varticipation
in academic governa ce reviewed trends in statewide control over campus
queried, "What steps can the faculty take if decisions

decision-making an

reached on a parti ular campus are overturned at higher levels of control?"
Walter Oberer adds his concern that the rapid growth of statewide systems
- .

"poses difficult problems for the faculty in the effort to be heard in
°S.

effective fashion as to matters of consequence to it upon which it "aas

much to contribute."
The problems of size and scale-are undeniable.

But it is much less

clear that emergence of statewide systems impairs faculty autonomy.
almost tautological to

It is

say that as more and more decisions are made at the

central system level, the influence and power of the campus faculty declines.
The real

issue

is whether the importance of faculty as a whole is reduced.
,
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The answer to this more appropriate

more complex question depends upon.

the health and vigor of the statewide faculty organizatio

.

As the recent

studies of Eugene Lee and Frank Bowen have, shown, that factor varies

quite widely from one system to another according to history and tradition,
1.

governing board authorization, central administratiO attitude,, faculty.
awareness qf common concerns, etc.

Where a powerful and tightly organized

statewide senate has emerged with statewide committees paralleling and
coordinating the work of the campus committees, Lee and Bowen suggest it is
far from clear that faculty have lost power.

And where power Is lost

because of the absence of such central organs, the vacuum may be only
transitional.

Particularly where the statewide administration offilcZ-is

"located at or near the flagship campus, a statewide faculty organization,
may ultimately prove even more effective.
D.

The Impact of Crisis'.

The effect of campus turmoil-upon faculty

participation and autonomy is still speculative.

"The achOlarly profess'or,"

observes Lipset, "will rise in a crisis-to deal with problems of governance,

but he soon lapses again into his own affairs." Charts of Senate meeting
attendance at Berkeley reveal sharp Jumps for crisis meetings but only
slightly.higher than average turnodt even for non,-crisis sessions during
troubled. years.

Thus we do know what hpppens to the senate

rin

crisis;

what we do not know is what,happens thereafter.
It does appeat that Campu,//unrest shifts to some extent the focus

of faculty-interest -- typically away from academic or-fiscal issues toward
such matters as student discipline,,Campus securitliAkwar-related research
and the like.- But the Shift May be transient.

"InA3eriodsof crisis,"

notes McConnell, faculties "may step in to assert control over student
behavior, 'Once crisis passes, however, they usually, tire of this'responsi,

bllity and turn it over again to administrative 'officers, usually mith

21-
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some remnant of faculty participation through a disciplinary-commIttev.."
Meanwhile the possibility of recurring crises makes 'more difficult,
,

such vital tasks as long range-academic planning.
(or fear of them) tend

Constant diversions

to keep a faculty preoccupied with short range

concerns, whether or not it must constant* put out fires andpa:,

resolu-

tions on momentary questions.

Where the crisis is severe, the status and power of the faculty may
depend directlzi,upon the perception of its effectiveness during the crisis.

If the administration and governi ri g board' feel the faculty has been
i

supportive or has played a vital,mediating role, an increase in faculty
power is predictable.

1
If the facu ty its perceived as pbstructive or
(

i

cowardly. them is likely to be a major reorganization, with some powers
formerly exercised by the faculty passing to newly appointed administrators
closer to the president, who can act faster and more predictably. in time
of need.

Finally, campus unrest is'likely to lead to demands for the
restructuring of internal governance.

The faculty may or may_ not benefit

from:such reforms, according to several factors we have discussed earlier.
Along the.Way, however, the faculty will probably have to commit substantial
time and energy to the process o,,reorganizing; where major structural
changes have been made -- at Coldmbia, Toronto, Urbana, Oklahoma and
_

elsewhere -- the better part of ayear has been devoted to planning,
\

During that time.the normal functions

`discussion, persuasion and adoption.
of the old senate may not haVe com

to a.halt, but the diversion of time

and talent of senate stalwarts has Impaired the efficiency of a forum
contemplating its own extinction.

22
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The effects upon a faculty of periods of crisis are therefore
relatively uncertain.

Whether the faculty,organization gains or loses

will probably depend upon such factors as its strength before the crisis,
how well it performs (from the administration and governing board point
of view) during the crisis, and how much energy and credibility its
leaders still possess when the crisis is over.

We need much more study of

these factors in order to understand this vital link between events and
institutions.

23
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II.

EXTERNAL T1LRLA1S TO AUTONOMY

We might pause to take stock at this mid-point.

We have reviewed many factors

that do limit faculty participation and max limit the autonomy or effectiveness of
faculty organizations.

While these familiar trends and pressures have been under

study, new forces have emerged which pose much graver threats for internal governance.
The day is long past when (if ever) one could analyze and reform university governance
in vacuo.

Perhaps there has never been a time when the capacity of campus constituen-

cies to shape and direct their own destiny was so severely circumscribed from without.
It is essential to understand these forces, what damage they have already wrought, what
their potential is for future injury, and how they, may be dealt with if not controlled.

We shall review them under several broad headings: legislation, litigation, surveillance, unionization, austerity, and self-regulation.

A. Legislation and Autonomy. Ralph K. :Witt remarked recently that many state
legislator's and congressmen, upset by .campus disorders and inclined to blame "permissive'

administrations, "would intervene in a minute if they only knew what to do.r

The

evidence is mounting that legislators do know just what to do, or at least that they
are learning about higher education much faster than the educators are learning about
legislation.

Take, for instance, the urgent warning issued last summer by Governor

Marvin Mandel of Maryland to the University's Board of Regents.

The National Guard had

just left the College Park campus after a month of tense patrol duty.

The legislators

were in an angry mood, though Maryland had been,relatively free of punitive laws.
Mandel, sensing the climate in Annapolis, warned the Regents that the University must
"recapture the power to piotect itself" in order to avert stringent new legislation. He
continued: "I think if the Board doesn't act, the'legislature will.

Out of emergency

situations, sometimes you get bad legislation."
In the realm of bad legislation, top honors must go to the 108th Ohio General
Assembly.

Amended House Bill 1219 was enacted shortly after the Kent State killings and

.24
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took effcct in the, fall.

It lib 01-16111a1 aum, is passed by the lower house, the bill

provided for automatic suspension of a faculty member upon his arrest for any of a
variety of criminal offenses, on or off the campus, including several new crimes
created by the bill itself.

Dismissal was to be automatic .apon conviction.

The Ohio

senate refused to pass the bill in this form. Negotiation and compromise produced an
acceptable substitute, under which the arrest of a faculty member (or student or staff
member) set in motion a rather complex process.

It begins with a hearing before a

referee (an attorney in the county, who has no connection with the university and is
chosen by the Regents) essentially on the question of probable cause.

An adverse

finding by the referee mandates suspension without pay pending the resolution of the
criminal charge.

If a conviction results, dismissal is automatic without any further

university proceedings.

(If acquitted, the defendant must be reinstated, but without

back pay or other amends).

Conviction carries certain collateral consequences: a

faculty or staff member dismissed from one state institution under the statute may not
be appointed by another for at least one year.

Even after that time, appointment or

reappointment is contingent upon the express approval of the governing board.

House

Bill 1219 contains other provisions of lesser interest here -- for example, the
creation of the new and rather loosely defined crime of "disruption."

Under it one

may be arrested for joining an assemblage of five or more persons contrary to an order
of the president or the governing board.

An administrative decision that the requisite

"state of emergency" exists appears to be unreviewable, even in the suspension proceeding following arrest or in the criminal trial.
The effect of House Bill 1219 upon governance is clear and drastic.

Critical

judgments about faculty discipline and sanctions are now in the hands of outsiders -the referee in the case of suspension, and the criminal jury in the case of dismissal.

There is not even an

role for an advisory body drawn from within the university

though the law does purport to preserve internal systems in the application of
sanctions not specified there.

2
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The threat is compounded by noting what the Ohio legislature did not pass as well
as what it did. .While 1219 was pending, serious consideration was given to a bill
that would have compelled every state-paid faculty member to show that he worked forty
hours each week in his classroom and office or laboratory.

Although the mechanism

of enforcement was never specified, the prospect is disturbing enough in the abstract.

At the end of the summer, the General Assembly was still considering other punitive
measures but adjourned without further action, awaiting the report of a special joint
committee that had spent much of the summer studying unrest at the campus level.
Meanwhile the Pennsylvania legislature adopted a statute. ostensibly aimed only

at students which has far-reaching consequences for faculty as well.

The text of the

law required colleges and universities throughout the country to report certain
criminal convictions of or disciplinary actions against Pennsylvania students resulting
from campus offenses.

The refusal of an institution to agree in advance to report such

information would render it (and its students) ineligible to receive Pennsylvania
state loans and scholarships.

The agency which administers the law later modified its

scope so as to require reports onlytdpon students who receive subvention from Pennsylvania.

Even as revised, the law still has broad implications for governance.

It makes

the state agency and the courts, rather than the faculty or administration, the final
arbiters of sanctions to be imposed for student transgressions.

The law also puts

the administration and faculty in a most uncomfortable dilemma: If they do report a
student's conviction (even though they feel it will probably-be overturned on appeal)they seriously jeopardize his scholarship eligibility,.

If, on the other hand, they

decline to report the conviction to Harrisburg and the agency finds out about it in
some other way, they risk forfeiture of eligibility as an institution and serious loss
to all their Pennsylvania students.

Thus the law really makes administrators and

faculty members into informers on their own students.

only by remaining ignorant of student offenses.

These hazards can be avoided
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dthilLIC,DL LO direct regulation of cond-.

11,170 al en nffortPd

,

Under a New Jersey law passed

governance through a variety of indirect controls.

last spring, Rutgers University must now obtain prior state approval for any major
project involving state funds and for any shift from one project to another of funds
.

already committed.

Largely because of its private origins, Rutgers had long enjoyed

substantial fiscal autonomy.

But last year a new program for the recruitment of

disadvantaged students was established and funded without prior state budgetary
approval, and this angered the legislators.

The Michigan legislature set whay may become a precedent in external control with
its faculty workload conditions attached to the 1970-71 budget.

In addition to

demanding that facultylmbers who break college or university rules must be disciplined, the lawmakers stipulated that faculty at Ann Arbor, Michigan State and Wayne

must teach 10 classroom hours each; those in the four year colleges 12 hours; and
community college teachers 15 hours.

Salaries of those who teach less than the

specified load are to be reduced proportionally.
condition is not fully appreciated.

(The full impact of this onerous

Testifying last August before the Ohio Special

Legislative Committee on Campus Unrest, Chancellor John W. Millett was questioned by
the conservative legislator whd earlier introduced the abortive 40-hour work-week bill.

The specific query was whether Millett would favor conditions attached to the Ohio
appropriation similar to those exacted by Michigan.

Without hesitation or qualifica-

tion, the Chancellor replied in the affirmative.)
In. California, two budgetary measures impinge directly upon the faculty.

The

legislature not only denied to-University and state.coliege faculty members the 5%

i

cost of living increase given to all other state employees last spring.

At the same

time the budget for the Academic Senate was cut from a request of roughly $400,000 to

about $250,000. The resultofithe latter cutback is not, of course, to put the
Senate out of business; austerity programs have been adopted and funds may be drawn
from other sources for emergency needs..

The effects rather, is to strike a crippling

27
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psychological blow to the central nerve of faculty self-government; it makes clear
to the faculty that their ability to direct their affairs is dependent upon the
support and good will of an external agency that can and will turn support on and
off for callously political reasons.

These selected examples of 1970 legislation will suggest that state lawmakers

do indeed "know wat to do" by way of intervention.
been relatively free of punitive regulation.

Some states, to be sure, have

Others haveadopted only rather simple

provisions cutting off finahcial aid to students who have been convicted of certain
disruptive offenses on campus.

Meantime, legislatures do much besides pass laws.

They give advice, for example, with the implication that those who wish increased
.

state support would'be well to follow it.

The California regents cannot wholly

overlook the legislature's concurrent resolution"last spring calling for a revision
of faculty 'tenure policies.

Specifically, the resolution urged that every faculty

appbintee; whatever his rank, be required to serve at least one year in,probationary
status; that for persons hired at the rank of associate professor or professor the
probationary period could not exceed two years, whatever the faculty judgment; and
that persons hired at lower rank could not be given tenure earlier than the fifth
year of continuous service.

The Regents have yet to respond formally to this not

altogether welcome' advice on a matter which is already under intensive scrutiny
within the Board.

State legislation designed for a quite different and benicn purpose sometimes
indirectly affects university governance.

Michigan, like most states, has a conflict

of interest law that prevents public officials from receiving the benefits of
-

programs they administer.

Last year the State Attorney General ruled that under

this law a student could not serve as alaember of the governing board of a tax.

supported college at which he was enrolled.

requirements, set fees and prescribe

Sihce,the trustees deterMine, degree

other condi

student had a personal interest, a student sittih

28
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.

in his own case.

(The attorney general apparently overlooked the possibiliLy

a student-trustee could simply abstain wherever a conflict of interest threatened.)

Clearly the logic of such reaspIng would equally preclude facUlty or staff
membership on the governing board.

If applied in other states, this Michigan' ruling

could cripple current efforts to reform university governance by increasing faculty
and student participation at the highest level.

The remedy, if any, is surely not

to repeal the conflict of interest law, for it serves a vital prophylactic purpose
in state government.

Rather, the proper approach is to temper its application with

an awareness of the special needs of academic governance.
Legislative bodies are not merely givers of laws and of advice.
seekers of information through hearings and other avenues.

They are also

These activities may
A

have ulterior motives, particularly where the subject under scrutiny is controversial.
Recent months have seen a sharp increase in use of,investigation as a threat to
campus autonomy.

The same/'Ohio General Assembly session that enacted House Bill 1219

created a special joint committee to investigate unrest on.the state-supported
campuses.

The group immediately set up several sub-panels, which spent much/of the

summer travelling from campus to campus'holding hearings.

The investigation touched

matters far broader than unrest, probing the full range of current concerns about
higher education.

Although its tone was less harsh than the language of House Bill

1219, the Committee's report did render critical judgments about faculty.
"instances_.

.

It found

. where faculty members had condoned or actively encouraged disruptive

activities by students and had even participated in such activities, had failed to
teach the scheduled course content, had,ofailed without excuse to meet scheduled

classes, had made unwarranted or repeated use of obscene language in open class, and
before other students had ridiculed and degraded students holding political and social
opinions opposed to their own."

Against that background, the Committee was troubled

to find "little or no enforcement of professional discipline," apparently_ because

of undue solicitude for academic freedom.

29
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review and supervision.

The Committee alo depl red the hiring of outside persons

to tenure positions withdut a probationary period.

T he recommendations followed
\\\

logically from the findings: initial tenure appointments should be abolished, there
should be much more rigid control over the hiring an:1 pr motion process, codes of

professional responsibility should be Promulgated and enfo ced.
About the tine the Ohio Committee was returning from its field work, Indiana
launched an extensive legislative inquiry into disturbances on its public campuses.
On the same day the Illinois legislature created a special committee to determine
the degree of faculty and student culpability for campus disorders and to propose
suitable new sanctions.

The Chairman stressed at an opening press conference that

"we want no Angela Davises in Illinois" and that ways would be sought "to remove
tenure from faculty members, where necessary, to keep them from agitating further
violence."

Several weeks earlier the Virginia General Assembly in an unprecedented

--interim meeting created a "watchdog committee" to look into all phases of state\

:supported higher education.

The committee's declared purpose was to azure the

state's taxpayers that "their funds are not being squandered by students'who do not
study or teachers who do not teach."

As a supplement to the somewhat sporadic process of committee investigation,

both the Illinois and Ohio legislatures have consideiedSome permanent form of
campus surveillance responsible to. the legislature

in Illinois a board of inquiry

with disciplinary powers over all state institutions; in Ohio a network of monitors
stationed on each public campus and reporting directly to Columbus,. presumably

bypassing not only the campus administration but Charkellor Millett and the Regents
as well.

Of course the concept of legislative oversight is nothing new in public

higher, education.

Staff members of ways and means committees have regularly

-visited.campuses in reviewing budget propobals.
personnel, and may make reports

They gather data, interview campus

that are both influential and confidential.
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powers still seems novel and frightening.

Finally, some mention must be made of une.recent incursion by the House
Internal Security Committee.

During the summer of 1970, the Committee sought

information from nearly 200 colleges and universities about campus guest speakers --

who they were, how much they were paid and from what funds.
goal

The committee's apparent

at least that of its chairman -- was to establish that colleges are

subsidizing radical activities by paying radical speakers.

Shortly after the requests

fot information went out, the American Civil Liberties Union warned each respondent
of the risks of compliance and offered to defend any college that would refuse.
Barely a handful did so.

.

Some replied that they did not keep the information

requested; others simply did not answer the committee's letter.

But only eight or

ten institutions formally refused compliance. Thus without a single subpoena the
committee obtained (and later published, despite a federal court injunction) extensive
information about campus speakers, thr...ir fees and their affiliations. The threat

to autonomy and freedom of expression came:not so much from the committee that sought
the information as from the administrators who dutifully -and uncritically complied.

Perhaps the facultieS of the respondent institutions should share some part othe
blame.

But as with the rule - filing in New York the year before, few faculties

were apprised of the request at all and -- since the affair occurred in midsummer -- would probably not have countered very effectively even if they had
been consulted.

It is the failure of so many campus

administrators to heed

the clear warning of the national ACLU that should give us pause at this point.

In this survey of legislation and legislative activity,.we have not
V

gone back farther in time than the spring of 1970.

This limitation reflects

no lack of earlier material, but only the constraints of the Present medium.
To tell the whole story would require\voluMes.

1970 to support at least three conelu4ons:
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increasiniay, in subtle as well ac

of higher leaining; (2) the

411

4

fh... :..ffairs of

Illstiztoot,

intrusions have clear and dangerous implications.

for faculty autonomy as well as institutional independence; and (3)
most
faculty members and groups are either unaware of t

/

risk's or are disinclined to

oppose or resist such legislative forays.
B, jektigation and AutonOmy.

Historically we have regarded the courts

as protectors of academic freedom,and more recently of the rights of students.
Courts still do serve that function, to be sure.

But in'recent months (as the

NYU cases suggest) courts have also assumed a much less benign role.

Judges

have now begun to intervene in a variety of campus disputes that
are unfamiliar
and for which'the judicial process is not well equipped.

While institutions:

of higher learning in many cases have invited this intervention -- for example
by freely seeking court injunctions against campus disorder -- the extent
and manner of the new litigation is ominous.

Meanwhile, mairay through the

use of grand jury investigations and reports, courts have occasionally been
the vehicles for criticism and repression of campus unorthodoxy.

A quick'review,of-the lawsuits resulting from die' events of May 1970
suggests
_how far, the courts have come in this direction.

In addition to the NYU bar exam

and tuitiowcases, the New York courts decided a number of other, controversies
over

reconstitution and related activiti4s,

Perhaps the most extreme case

involved a request by a group of Queens College students that they be given
instruction in several classes that did not meet as scheduled after Kent and
Cambodia.

The suit was based on a May 10 resolution of the Board of Higher

Education requiring that all units of the City University "remain open to
continue to offer instruction to the students

.

.

.

The resolution also

provided that "colleges may adjust their programs of cohrses, attendance,

examinationsand grading as in their judgment may seem necessary and

32
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appropriate."

The plaintiffs alleged that some of their courses

not met

on schedule for the remaining three weeks of the semester andthat they had
thus been denied an essential part of their education,

The court ordered the administration to furnish special instruction
in those courses to the individual plaintiffs,since it was impractical
to reopen the entire college in the summer.

The court found in the Board's

resolution "no discretion as to whether pr notNto continue the regular course
VI

of study and held that "the facUlty had the responsibility to meet with and
teach these students."

The,point it clear:

while the Board had left

considerable discietion Co each namp-os'and to its. faculty,..the court (like
y

.

.

the small claims court in the NYU tuition case) refused to find any
elastiCity.in:the regulation.

the remedy was as simplistic as,the reasoning,:

If a student has been denied X hours of instruction in Y and Z courses,
his claim can be redressed only by forcing the faculty to make up that many.

.

hours of instruction.
There are also the campus closing cases.

During the few days NYU was

closed just after Kent State, students sought a court or'der to reopen.

They
.

.

claimed that'the University had breached its contractual obligation in the
4

catalogue by failing to furnishthe promised amount' of instruction.
tlie judge was sympathetic to administration

But_

pleas of extentuaiion; he

.ruled that "under the conditions and Circumstances prevailing, it may'not
be. said that the exercise of discretion in favorLpf suspending formal classes-

was arbitrary, capricious or improvident."

Even if there hi/ been a breach
-0

of contract, equity would not compb1 specific performance, especially after
the end of the
1°

regular seMetterl.

Several other institutlionsi recelVed less judicial grace.

On the

afternoon of,the shooting, the Kent State campus was closed down
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indefinitely by order of the Portage County Court of Common Pleas.

(The

worst feature of the decree was not the closing itself, but the delegation
to the Ohio National. Guard of complete control of access to the campus.

Even the President had to have the clearance of the commanding general to
go to his own office.

For the first few days it was almost impossible for

faculty members, let alone students, to get on the campus.)

Several days

.later, the University of Miami, which had voluntarily closed for a short

period after Kent's tragedy, was ordered by a Florida state court to
In neither case was the administration even consulted, much less'

reopen.

the faculty.. The problem is not so much that these decrees were wrong on
the merits; one would have to know much more about the facts and circumstances to make that sort of judgment.

The faUlt is that they constituted

complete and summary displacement of campus decision-making by exteknal
agencies.

Kent State was of course in the process of closing and the

PreLdent did not need a court order to make his sad task mandatory.'
Miami was about to reopen the following Monday, and did not require a
court order to resume operations.

Thus in both cases it is more the

precedent than the actual judgment that is cause for anxiety.
Litigation now pending as a result of last spring's disorders may
bode even worse for faculty interests.' The administration of Washington
\

University in St. Louis has been sued for $7.7 million by students
claiming a denial of their educational and political rights.

A number

of students, faculty members and student organizations have been sued
by another group of students at Ohio State University for $1' million damages
on similar grounds.

A comparable case is pending against the President

and Regents of the University of Minnesota, though without the damage
claim.

The State of Indiana, through the Attorney General, has sued
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the administration, the governing board and a group of students at the
Terre Haute campus to recover some$10,000 (plus $50,000 punitive,damages)
for injury to state property on the campUs during a disturbance last
April.

Both the Washington Univeisity and Ohio State suits, like those at
NYU, focus upon reconstitution of classes last spring.
the Chancellor for making a:speech opposing th

The former cites

Cambodia invasion the day

of the Kent killings and later in the week urging departmento relax or
The

revise their academic requirements to accommodate student concerns.

Ohio State complaint originally named a senior faculty member (who has
since left Columbus and been dropped from the suit); his offense was
,

giving a speech on the day of the Cambodia invasion attacking the campus
student conduct rules.

Several teaching assistants remain among the

defendants, charged with the same transgressions -- all of which
allegedly disrupted normal activities to the plaintiffs' detriment.
Although no damage claim is involved, the Minnesota suit may strike
/

most directly at faculty autonomi.

The complaint alleges numerous

breaches on the part of the Pref4ident and the Regents, including granting

campus facilities to unworthy groups and denying them to worthy groups.
One court charges that the defendants did '/wrongfully hire, retain and

contract speakers, teachers and professors who belong to or have belonged
igP.11e.ra.1=-- I/

to parties that have been declared subversive by the United States Attorney/
/ ),

.

to speak

teach and be connected with the Universitiof Minnesota and who

have der ved benefit at

the'

expense of the Minnesota taxpayers."

The

Terre Hayte suit also attacks University personnel policies, charging a
failure

o "hire employees, as administrators of [the]

n5

.

.
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personS\qualified to guard, protect and prevent damage to the pioperty of
said university."

To offer a lawyer's judgment, it seems quite unlikely that any of the
plaintiffs will win these cases, much less that they will recover damages.
But such predictions are always hazardous, as the NYU tuition refund case
indicates.

And no matter how remote theprospect of actual recovery the

mere threat of being sued, with the expense and loss of time that follows
the service of even the most frivolous complaint, may well infltence
administrative judgment in the wrong direction next time.

A single lawsuit

might be dismissed as the vendetta or' flyer of an angry lawyer.

'But when

the volume of litigation reaches its present proportions, clearly the
intervention of the courts must be reckoned with.
The courts have recently assumed another new role that has significant
implications for governance.

Last spring Prof. David Roth, a nontenure

teacher at Wisconsin State (Oshkosh) brought suit in the federal district
court alleging he had been denied tenure in violation of his constitutional
rights.

He claimed that he was not retained solely because he had made

public statements critical of the university administration.

Once in

court. he asked that he at least be giver; notice of the specific reasons

for not renewing his contract and an oppC4tunity to present his own
case to the/decision-making body.

For decades it has simply been assumed

by university administrators that a probationary teacher could be denied
continuing employment without giving any reasons; constitutional problems
would arise only if reasons were volunteered and turned out to be either
legally vulnerable or patently implausible.

Judge Doyle of the Western

District on Wisconsin, who has decided many important student and faculty
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cases, for the first time upset the presumption.

"Minimal procedural due

process," he held, "includes a statement of reasons why the university
intends not to retain the professor, notice of a hearing at which'he may
respond. to the stated reasons, and a hearing if the professor appears at
the right time and place."
newly recognized right.

There were important qualifications to this

The burden of proof rests with the faculty member.

Only if he "makes a reasonable showing that the stated reasons are wholly
inappropriate as a basis for decision or that they are wholly without
basis in fact" need the administration respond and defend its decision.
Yet the opportunity to know the reasons, and to argue against. them seemed

to Judge Doyle essential to vindicate the faculty member's substantive
constitutional right; if the college could terminate without explanationj
4

legallTinvalid reasons could hide behind the presumption of propriety.
This case did not take the academic community wholly by surprise.
About the same time, the-AAUP's Committee A released a proposed set of
standards for nonrenewal of probationary contracts.

Its recommendations were

remarkably similar to Judge Doyle's decision, though they made clear (as
Doyle had only implied) that if the reasons given for nonrenewal were
valid and supported, then there need be no hearing.

A hearing, in other.

words; wfis 'required only to resolve conflicting factual clalmS or variant

interpretationi of standards.

The Roth decision clearly benefits junior fa.ulty members since it
measurably. increases the accountability not only of administrators but of
V

Senior faculty as well.

Sharp criticism has come from university officials;

an amicus curiae brief filed by several national organizations argues that
the requisite hearing would be burdensome to faculty and administrators,
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would "interfere with their duty to insure quality education", and in
order to be effective at all would "obliterate the distinction between
tenured and probationary faculty

.

.

."

.

These concerns seem somewhat misplaced.

Undoubtedly the hearing

requirement will be burdensome, but-probably only in a very small number
of cases.

Many younger teachers may, as the Committee A report points

out, simply not demand reasons for their nonretention in order to keep an
adverse report out of the record.

Many others will undoubtedly be satis-

fied with the reasons furnished to them, so that no hearing need be held.
The prospect of confrontation between senior and junior professors may,of
*course, constrain or formalize the tutorial role of the elders in large
departments.

Yet nowhere -- either in the Roth opinion or in the Committee

A proposals -- is there any displacement of faculty evaluation of junior
colleagues by administrative or judicial judgment.

The responsibility

remains just-where it has always been, or at least where it should be in
a balanced system of governance.

The only change is that those Jho

have this critical responsibility must explain what they are doing and
be prepared to defend an adverse judgment if it is challenged.

Increased

accountability does not necessarily mean a loss of autonomy.
_

-

Wisconsin, like New York, has had more than its share of governance

litigation.

About the time the Roth case was in the federal courts, the

state courts were asked by a group of Madison teaching assistants to
order departmental meetings opened to the public.

The court suggested at

the initial hearing that the department' hold a,public. meeting to reconsider,
the, issue that gave rise to the suit.

Without waiting for a final decree,

the department opened that particular matter to public scrutiny and went
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on to announce that all future meetings would be open.

It seems doubtful

the judge would ever have ordered so drastic a remedy.

Yet the mere pressure

of litigation appears to have accomplishe4 the desired result -- more
Ifectively than a major strike of the s

teaching assistants over other

issues was to accomplish during the ens ing weeks.

Finally, a newer threat from the/courts -- grand,jury investigations
of campus disorders -- has developed.

Much the most widely publicized

inquiry is that of the special Portage County, Ohio, grand jury called to
study the events at Kent State.

While exonerating the National Guardsmen,

the grand jury placed major blame on those who were victims of the event -not only the students but the administration and faculty of the University.
The administration was cited for "fostering an attitude of over-indulgence
and permissiveness with its students and faculty to the extent that it can
no longer regulate the activities of either and is particularly vulnerable
to any pressure applied from radical elements
.irony in the condemnation.

.

.

.

."

(There is a special

Anyone aware of the history of Kent prior to

last May knows that the administration has in the past been stern and swift
with student radicals.

In the spring of 1969 some 60 students were suspended

and the campus SDS chapter was banned as the result Of a protest which
might have. gone almost unnoticed on a more active campus.)

The Portage County Grand Jury also had some harsh words for the faculty.
Over the critical weekend in May, a small group of professors tried unsuccessftlly to meet with President White, in hopes that he might urge the Governor
to remove the National Guard.

When all channels seemed closed, 23 faculty

members released a statement expressing their concern both about violence
on the campus and about the presence of the Guard.

It urged responsible

public leadership to restore understanding rather than to exploit tensions.
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Several hundred copies of the statement were circulated on the afternoon
of May 3, but the-document had been all but forgotten until the grand jury
came actoss it in September and thought they had uncovered evidence of
faculty incitement on the eve of the tragedy.

The jury's report charged

that "their timing coUld.not have been worse" even if the signers of the
statements had the purest of motives.

If, however, the goal of the state-.

ment "was to further inflame an already tense,situation,then it must have
enjoyed a measure of success.

In either case, their action exhibited an

irresponsible act clearly not in the best interests of Kent State
University."

The perversity of this charge is e.lmost comic.

The signers

of the statement resorted to the only means they felt available to convey
a message of the utmost importance, to the campus community after finding

official channels to the administration blocked,

MoreoVer, many among those

termed "irresponsible" by the grand jury had served the night before as
faculty marshals during the burning of the ROTC building.
knew the mood of the students.

They

Far better than the citizens of Portage

County, they knew that disaster might befall the tense campus unless they
could get their views before someone who had authority to end the state
of siege.

The grand jury report did not end with the "faculty 23."

As though

to prove the "permissiveness" of the administration, the report charged
an exces4 of academic freedom on the Kent campus:

"A further example of

what we consider an over-emphasis on dissent can be found in the classrooms,

of some members of the University faculty.

The faculty members to whom

we refer teach nothing but the negative side of our institutions and
government and refuse to acknowledge that any positive good has resulted
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They devoLed their entire class periods

to urging their students to openly oppose our institutions of government

.

.

While the report conceded that such "negative" professors comprised only a
small share of the total faculty, "this does not mean that their presence
should be ignored."

The grand jury soon made clear that it did not intend to ignore the
presence of such persons.

Twenty five indictments were handed down'- -

none against Guardsmen, all against students, young nonstudents and one
faculty member.

incitement, an

Professor Thomas Lough was charged with the crime of
offense loosely defined under Ohio law.

The apparent

basis for the indictment was Lough's use as a vehicle for discussion in
one of his sociology

classeqhe cover of the New York Review of Books

showing the anatomy of a molotoy cocktail.

(It was widely' believed in

Kent and even by. some on the campus that at least one faculty member had
"taught his class how-to make molotov cocktails.")

if the most notable, Kent is not the first such use of the grand jury.
Shortly after 'the big drug raid at Stony Bxook,'a Suffolk County, New York

grand jury launched an investigation of conditions on the campus.

Among

those subpoerned were a number of academic administrators and professors.
'Eight faculty members refused to answer questions in three specific areas --

whether they had used narcotics with students; whether they had advocated
use of drugs to students at any time; and whether they discussed or
advocated use of drugs with administrators.

,s,/^-4

The New York court of appeals

held that no constitutional privilege warranted or protected the professors'
recalcitrance, although the state could not make mere discussion or
advocacy of use of drugs a crime.

Two younger teachers held out, however,

and were cited for contempt of court, one for ten days and the other for
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Another New York grand jury recently struck a much harsher blow.A
-During the spring of 1970 charges were made that an undercover agent had
actually roused students at Hobart and William Smith Colleges to protest-and
demonstrate while he was employed by the county sheriff. -Governor
Rockefeller ordered a thorough investigation by a special grand jury.

In

its report released just before Christmas, the jury exonerated the agent,
.

nicknamed "Tommy the Traveller".

Instead the grand jury indicted, along

with several students and a faculty member, the College itself. (New York
law allows criminal charges against corporations as well as indiyiduals).

The Hobart administration, alleged the indictment, had "recklessly tolerated
certain conduct constituting the offense of coercioa"; acts for which fines
up to $10,000 on each count might be levied.

(The Iccusation against the

College apparently stemmed.from the charges against the individual
defendants; they were indicted for preventing the police from making arrests
during a drug raid on the campus in June.)

While the present charges do

not contemplate the fining or jailing of members of the Hobart administration,
I

there is certainly a possibility that the nation's oldest Episcopal colege
could forfeit-its charter if convicted for permitting its students t6
resist an arrest.

The prospect is quite frightening.

That the'criminal

process could be so directed in New York State -- albeit in the most
conservative region'of the state -- is even more ominous.

4: _Surveillanc0

Snooping, Infiltration and Autonomy.

Within hours,-

after the tragedy at. Kent State, the Portage County Chapter of the American

Civil Liberties UniOn wired Attorney General Mitchell urging that the FBI
be sent to the campus to investigate the shooting.
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Agents were dispatched
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Two weeks later the local ACLU chapter was again in touch

with the Justice Department -- this time'trying as hard to have the agents
withdrawn as they had earlier sought to havr agents called in.

The sharp

ereversal resulted frdm an unexpected change in the focus of the FBI inquiry.
Originally concerned about the shooting on the hillside early in the after\

noon of May 4, investig tors began to focus increasingly on the conduct and
teaching of several memb rs of the faculty.
the,University registrar'

Class lists were obtained from

office; many, students were interrogated about

the conduct of classes, pol tical and social opinions and even the private,
off-campus activities of professors.
that the FBI was also
classes.

Senator Stephen Young of Ohio charged

agents as "plants44in summer and fall

(Although FBI DirectOr J. Edgar Hoover has acknowledged the

interrogation of and about inst7ctors, Young's charge of infiltation has
neither been conceded nor dispro

d

The blame for this excess of 'ilvestigatory zeal must be shared.

Agents

obtained the class lists from the registrar's office without a subpoena or
even a formal request to the Preside t.

As with membership lists, of student

tsurrendered
political groups voluntarily /to a con ressional committee in 1968 and the
ill

guest- speaker data obtained in 1970, Oare-reqUest apparently sufficed to

obtain compliance.

Most registrars would probably have done the same thing

under the circumstances.

Yet if the iss e had been referred to the

President), he might well have consulted

e faculty.

And had the faculty

given due deliberation, they would likely have told the administration and
the FBI that nothing less than a formal su poena should be heeded:
The agents must also be faulted, of course, for asking improper questions.
Yet the pattern is complex, for the agents Who probed the teacher-student
confidence were the same agents who enabled the Justice Department to
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discredit the sniper theory of the shooting.

To the agents in the field,

there was presumably little difference between the two lines of interro'gation -- the one of eye-witnesses to the shooting on the hillside, the
other of eye-witnesses to alleged classroom incitements, to political
meetings and to student-faculty conferences.

The distinction is subtle

if critical.and it is vital to an appreciation of academic freedoms.

For government to ask questions about a public event such as the shooting
intrudes upon no collegial relationship and breaches no professional
confidence; the fact that the subject of the inquiry occurred on a college
campus is for this purpose irrelevant.

But for a police officer to

obtain class lists from a university official, and then proceed systematically

to ask students what their professors said in class and in conference
about controversial topics strikes at a central nerve of academic freedom
and autonomy.

Recent revelations of military spying on civilian suggest the Kent
affair is no isolated incident.

The principal use of army intelligence

personnel for surveillance apparently has involved public figures.
one

But

former member of an intelligence unit in New York reported that his

assignment -- with tuition. paid by the army -- was to enroll in the black

studies program at NYU, monitor all classroom discussion and report it
to his superiors.

There. have also been recent'disclosures of extensive use of agents

provocateurs on college and university campuses.

Best known is the

"Tommy the Traveller" incident which led to the Hobart grand jury and td
the indictment of the college.

During a disciplinary hearing at Ohio

State, it was revealed that the two bearded "students" who closed a
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!

campus gate at a critical moment last. spring, touching off rock throwing

and other violence, were in fact state highway patrolmen doing undercover
'

41'

work on the campus.

A grand jury investigation of disorder at the Univer-

sity of Alabama revealed the presence of an undercover agent, working for
both the FBI-and the Tuscaloosa police, identified by two local attorneys
as `a "chief campus agitator."

Simi

disalosures have come at the Univer-.

sity of South Carolina, where an undercover agent was charged along with
4

other students for "malicious mischief" at a draft board office, but was
dropped Drom the case when hii identity emerged.

The list is an ominously

lengthenin@ one.

No less reputable an authority than the Scranton Commission has

recognized how grave a threat such surveillance poses to campusfreedom
and autonomy. "Quite aside from the possibility of abuse," the_Commission

warned, "these methods may compromise the openness ofthe university
community, make its members reluctant to express themselves freely, and
cause each man to- suspect the good faith and integrity of hia'neighbors."
.

-0 The role of.the agent provocateur is especially troubling:

."It is

matter of no great moment', if he becomes a passive partidipant in a'
4

sit-in.

But it becomes deeply troubling when he begins hurling rocks,

and is plainly. intolerable when he urges others to engage in violenp'

conduct." What ismost ominous for academic freedom is the moUnting
evidence that local grand juries do not always sharethese views.
To that extent is faculty autonomy jeopardized by surveillance
activities?

Where agents are surreptitiously enrolled in classes

the purpose of monitoring the views eithar.of controversial faculty`

members or politically active students, the threat is clear.
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may be hard to draw in practice, however.
a bona fide student.

Even a policeman can of course be

Senator Young's charge about infiltration at Kent was

difficult to prove because a majority of members of the National Guard unit
assigned to the campus on May 2-4 were in fact full or part-time students
somewhere in the area.)

A comparable if less direct threat arises when

students are hired as agents or agents are enrolled as students for general
surveillance work, and only incidentally gather information on classes
they attend.

We have not yet reached the point of the undercover faculty
If the time comes that members of

member, and we may never reach it.

faculty committees and participants in senate meetings may in fact be
working for the police we will be in serious trouble indeed.
D.

Collective Bargaining.

No one doubts that the advent of collec-

tive bargaining by college and univerFity faculties will profoundly
reorder existing relationships among campus constituencies.

The critical

issue here is.the extent to which that reordering will affect faculty
autonomy and power.

It is too early to do much more than speculate.

Although McConnell is clearly right that "collective bargaining will
become much more common than it: is today

the incidence of

formal labor agreements between faculty and administration is still
limited and sporadic.

Various factors have deterred the spread 0

collective bargaining -- state laws fo aidding public employee organizations and strikes; generally rising salaries and ameliorating employment
conditions; relatively benign administrations; and effective faculty
representation through traditional channels.

But there are now many

new pressures pushing in the other direction -- increasingly hospitable
state legislation; sudden deterioration of compensation and market conditions for faculty; repressive legislation and governing board policies
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in the wake of campus unrest; major policy shifts toward collective bargaining by AAUP and NEA; rapid proliferation of junior and community colleges
where conditions are most\conducive to bargaining; and the spread of
collective agreements ip secondary education and other analogous sectors.
While the faculties at Harvav:d, Yale, Berkele: and Michigan may never be

unionized, collective bargaining is clearly the wave of the future for
professors in many state colleges and smaller universities as well as in
most two-year institutions.
At least in theory, almost all issues of concern to faculty are
potential topics for bargaining.

The items recently submitted for contract

talks at the City University of New York suggest a range of negotiation
far beyond salary, fringe benefits tnd workload.
argue

The California AFT

that "collective bargaining is obviously a fair and rational method

of ordering administration-faculty relationships" and that "collective
bargaining transfers power to the faculty."

The Berkeley AFT local

proclaims that it is committed "to establish a grievance procedure which
will permit every faculty member to participate more fully in the general
academic process, by assuring that his voice will be heard on matters that
concern him and his right to do the job as he sees fit."

There is no

question that many aspects of governanpe are proper and probable topics
for negotiation.

Yet a faculty union cannot achieve all its goals at once.

tike an

industrial union, it must set priorities; any good bargaining team must
be prepared to sa,:rifice some objectives to gain others.

The clearest

conflict would appear to be between tangible and intangible benefits -specifically between participation and Compensation.
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collective bargaining in CUNY suggests that the union has made a conscious
trade-off: 'On the one hand it has obtained a contract with the highest
salary scale available anywhere in the country.

On the other hand, the

stake of the faculty in university governance appears to have diminished.

Early in the new contract period the Board of Higher Education's law
committee proposed that department chairmen, traditionally elected by
their tenure colleagues for a three year term, be appointed.

The change

was justified by'the exigencies of collective bargaining; under the new
contract the chairman serves as the first step in the complex grievance
procedure and has other responsibilities arguably incompatible with
elected status.

The proposal drew an angry response from the Legislative

Conference and other faculty groups.
of the New York Times

It also evoked the editorial concern

which argued that appointment of chairmen would

"be a blow to academic morale" and would "force an increased reliance by
the rest of the faculty on shop stewards in a further departure from
academic traditions."
Early in the fall of 1570, the Chancellor of the City University
announced major revisions in tenure policies.

Full time faculty members

would become eligible for tenure only after five_years of continuous
service, instead of the three years previously required.

The policy

also cut the number of tenure recommendations to be processed this year
to half-the number that would ordinarily become eligible.

The Legis-

lative Conference protested, calling the change a "quota system" in place
o7 the "merit system" by which tenure has traditionally been determined.
The Conference also argued that the new policies severely restrict the
role of faculty colleagues in judging the progress or promotion of
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probationary teachers.

Other changes will suggest the inherent tension and probable trade
off between participation and compensation in a collective bargaining
arrangement.

Many students of governance (notably Earl McGrath and T. R.

McConnell) have urged greater faculty participation in governing boards.
Yet it seems most unlikely that trustees who have signed a collective
bargaining argreement with a faculty union could or would select members
of the union to sit with them.

The cleavage between union and management

will tend to.increase as, relations become rigid and the prospects for

formal or informal participation at the highest level will diminish
correspondingly.

The power of the faculty may also be undermined in a quite different
way.

Presently one of the most effective sanctions a faculty has against

violations.of academic freedom is AAUP censure.

In those institutions

'where the AAUP is selected as the bargaining agent, that sanction will
remain unimpaired.

But where another group wins the election, the

administration may refuse to deal with AAUP because of its felt commitment to the exclusive bargaining agent.

Hence a Committee A investi-

gation may be unable to proceed beyond the threshhold, unless of course
the 'bargaining agent offers its cooperation and blessing.

Administrators

sometimes balk'for other reasons, such as pending litigation, and the
refusal of their cooperation does not always

reclose investigation that

es

may lead.to censure.

Yet the grievance proce

res of unofficial faculty

groups (including the senate, if one remains) are undeniably less effective
once a bargaining agent -has been seleqed.
Finally,,there is the,lingering question of what happens.to the senate'
or other organ of faculty self-government.
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the senate's purview are presumably bargainable, the structure of negotiation and representation inevitably leaves many lacunae.

The AAHE-NEA Task

Force on Faculty Representation and Academic Negotiations surveyed this
question at some length.

Despite the obviots tensions between preexisting

faculty bodies and bargaining agents, they found enough residual issues to
urge "that an academic senate be established even when a bargaining agent
has representation rights on a campus.

If the senate can implement

effectively the concept of shared authority in dealing with problems of
educational policy, then it is likely that the senate's influence will
ultimately extend to other substantive. issues as well."

Failing such a

dual structure, the Task Force recognized that residual "issues of
educational policy and administration,

.

.

. may revert to the status of

management prerogatives, as is the case in conventional industrial
enterprises."

Others are skeptical of the chances for survival.

Ray A. Howe, the

director of labor relations for the.Dearborn (Michigan) c.ommunity College

District, feels the'"hope may be dim" for coexistence between a union and
a senate.

He'quotes the chairman of the AAHE-NEA Task Force, a year

after the issuance of its repOrt:

as far as the senate is concerned."

"Where a union comes in the deal is off

Professor Walter Oberer of Cornell,

who has studied these problems with care, argues that a strengthening of
existing senates is essential as an antidote to pressures for unionization of faculty.

He notes that these avenues or representation are

"not necessarily mutually exclusive," although the one will exclude the
other "if the first encompasses all issues."

At the very least, the

'jurisdiction and power of a preexisting senate would be curtailed.by the
advent of c011ective bargaining..and might atrophy completely.
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These comments about collective bargaining are, as we have said,
largely speculative.

One caveat should be clear but bears stress:

These

changes are by no means the inevitable result of collective negotiation by
a faculty, nor is it likely that all of them would occur on any one campus.
Undoubtedly the most important variable is the selection of a bargaining
agent.

If the senate is chosen by a majority of the faculty, then

relations may change very little.

If the AAUP or another professional

faculty organization wins the election, relations will undoubtedly change.
But the trade-off between compensation and participation that appears to
be taking place in CUNY is far less likely.

Even if a union is named the

bargaining agent, life will be,much different under the Teamsters than
under the California Union of Associated Professors.
There is one other type of collective negotiation that deeply affects
facility autonomy.

Many valuable lessons emerge from the experience last

spring of the teaching assistants' -strike at Madison.

Ostensibly the

struggle was between the TA's and the administration.

The real conflict

was, however, between the junior and the senior faculty.

At one point

the administration offered to settle on terms that were not too far from
those the TA's had demanded.

Just as the.agreement appeared probable,

intense opposition arose within the senior faculty -- a group
which had been largely a bystander up to that point.

When it appeared

that the matter of course control and content must go to the bargaining
table along with

salary, health insurance, office space and

telephone service, the tenure professors organized a strong counter force.

Ultimately they insisted that the contract qualify any assurance of TA
participation in dciiartmentii academic planning with this proviso:
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"Such mechanisms shall not infringe upon the ultimate responsibility of
the faculty for curriculum and course content."
tration of the trade-off principle:

Here was a vivid illus-

The TA's won many lesser victories

on tangible issues, but lost the major intangible issue which many of
them felt brought about the strike.

The senior faculty yielded on most

of the tangible issues -- in that they forfeited control over the allocation of funds now committed to TA benefits -- but prevailed on the
critical issue of determination of curriculum and courses.
to say who ultimately won the Madison strike.

It is hard

Perhaps all that is clear

is that the administration lost power in the process of preserving peace
and rationality.
E.

Lusterity.

As with collective bargaining, no elaborate demonstra-

tion is needed to prove that higher education has suddenly entered a
period of severe austerity.

Over the past year and a half university

presidents have warned increasingly of the dire consequences of collision
between rising costs and declining incomes.

The severe financial bind

affects public and private institutions alike, although the causes are
quite distinct.

Confirmation of these conditions has come most

recently and dramatically from Dr. Earl. F. Cheit's comprehensive study for
the Carnegie Commission.
of the pinch.

(Even that report does not show the full force

Cheit listed among a rather small group in his sample

"not now in trouble" the. College of San Mateo (California).

The week

after the report appeared, the President of San Mateo announced upon
resigning that the college faced the worst financial crisis in its
history.

The defeat of a local tax measure in September had forced a

reversion to the pre-World War II level of support and threatened a
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Hence one of the seemingly healthiest

40% reduction in faculty and staff.

of the institutions studied by Cheit has added an ironic postscript to his
report.)

This is not the place to review the causes or the detailed implications
of this new austerity.
for faculty autonomy.

We are concerned solely with the effects it may have
Already the market for recent and prospective Ph.D.'s

has shrunk to the point where dozens, even hundreds of applicants seek a
single position, and the major graduate schools hire only a tiny
fraction of the number of persons they turn out each year.

There are

freezes on new hiring all across the country, and sharp cutbacks at John
Hopkins, UCLA and other institutions both public and private.

Columbia's

School of the Arts, NYU's program in Slavic languages, Long Island University's projected library, Irvine's classics and German programs, Stanford's
repertory company and iummer festival, are all casualties or victims of

the current austerity, and the medical schools atGeorgetown, George
Washington and other universities may

go the same way.

By the end

of the academic year an extensive necrology of vulnerable programs,

departments, institutes and centers will demonstrate how critical the
situation has become.

But are the faculty likely to suffer from hard times, and in what
ways?

Salaries may go down (or fail to keep pace with rising living
But these are only the obvious and

costs), and workloads may increase.

Far more severe will be the effect of

surface effect of any recession.

austerity upon that measure of faculty autonomy that derives from

control over resources; As funds decline even slightly, faculty power
drops sharply for several reasons.

First, the most vulnerable funds

are those not already committed, and these are the funds in the
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allocation of which the faculty now

enjoy

some measure of autonomy,

Clearly a 5% budget cut can effect a nearly 100% cut in
the resources subject to such allocation.

second, a freeze on new hiring

or the inability even to fill positions vacated through death, retirement
or resignation

constrainsone of the most important shares that faculty

have both in university governance and in shaping the chatacter of the
institution.

When'there are no new or even old positions to be filled,

reduction of faculty power follows inexorably.

Third, the most vulnerable of academic programs tend to be those in
the planning and management of which the younger faculty have the greatest
stake.

Experimental programs are likely to be cut first, along with those

of marginal interest and declining

enrollmedt.

Programs to improve

teaching, to provide closer student-faculty contact, and programs in

eAnic or third-world studies Are also highly vulnerable.

Least vulner-

able are,the large, core, established academic departments, in the
management of which the senior faculty have the dominant role.

Along

with the net reduction in the power of all faculty caused by austerity,
there is quite likely to be a disproportionate disfranchisement of the
younger faculty at the very time when that group is pressing hrs-dest for

a share of the power they have long been denied.

Coupled with the rapidly

shrinking job market for beginning teachers, these pressures may spur
collective bargaining in the younger groups and create new cleavage
between professor and teaching assistant.

Finally, one of the most vulnerable items is the support of faculty
self-government itself.

The effect of a reduction is only partly fiscal;

the California Senate clearly would continue its essential work, even if
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the appropriation were rut further.

ThP mninr invirt iQ pQychnlogiral.

The California legislature has so exercised its fiscal control as.to suggest
that faculty senates share with student associations a dependence on
external flavor that some call "sand-box government."

It is hard to assert

the "inciependence" of a .body that the state legislature can cripple,in this

cavalier fashion.
F.

Self-Regulation.

also the most puzzling.

The last limitation on faculty autonomy is

The process of prescribing standards of profes-

sional conduct and ethics, while seemingly enhancing faculty autonomy, may
eventually reduce power.

In recent months a major share of faculty time

and energy has gone into the process of self-regulation. .The AAUP Council,
professional societies at the national and regional levels, and hundreds
of faculties and faculty senates, have set about the task of defining
'standards of performance and ethics and prescribing means of enforcement.

Occasionally the drafting process has been preempted by an impatient
administration or governing board, but the preference has been to-leave
the task to

.he professors themselves., Thus a profession which even

before the spring of 1970 showed considerable responsibility for maintaining its own standards -- perhaps more than Ady other profession.-- has
redoubled ILs efforts in order to retain or regain'public Confidence.
There is little question this-,commitment is necessary.

The

Scranton Commission undoubtedly reflected even the liberal consensus when
it charged that "faculty members have been reluctant to enforce codes
of behavior, other than those governing scholarship."-and that "too little

self-regulation by faculty Members has often resulted in reduction of
academic freedom."

The gap has not been so much between the amount of
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deviant conduct and the measure of control, but rather between the extent
of self-regulation and the extent of public awareness.

The need his been

most recently to codify much that has been common law of faculty responsibility for decades, to specific behaviors that justify sanctions, and to
publicize the channels by which formal complaints may be 'pressed against

irresponsible members of the profession.

It is to the croidit cif the

faculty that this burdensome and rather distasteful task has been under-'
taken so willingly.

There it a .dilemma, however. 'On the one hand, autonomy will surely

be lost if faculties do not proclaim their own standards of responsiftlity,
for insensitive external bodies will preempt.the, task and impose much
harsher rules.
must done.

w

On the' other hand., there is a risk to aut000myin doing what

No experience so well illustrates,-that hazard as the handling .4).

of the Angela Davis case by the California Board of Regents.

To overrule

the recommendation of several faculty committees and the UCLA Chancellor
on a nontenure appointment was no easy task.

It was

made particularly.

,difficult by the adoption only a year before of a regental commitment not

to,impose political tests on hiriing within the Universal.' The evidene
left little question about Prof. Davis' intellectual dibtinction, scholarly

adhievements or pedagogyal skil

.

The only area in which she might be

faulted was that of professional responsibility. Thus the Regents turned
to the one impeccable ,source --

he statements of the AAUP on"'extramural

utterances and other.ethicalMat ers.

The sRecial committee of the'Board

,.appointed to review the case con luded that several' speeches Miss Davis

had made in other parts of the sate "are so extreme, so antithetical
to the protection-Of academ.l.c freedom, and so obviously so.deliberately,-.
4.

L
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.

.

as to be inconsistent with the qualifications for reappointment

to the faculty of the University of California."

To establish the relevance

of intermperate extramural statements and disdain for academic freedom to a

teacher% status, the Regents' Committee seemed to rely.exclusive y .upon
several quoted AAUP statements.

In a dissenting opinion, Regent William K. Coblentz argued that the
relowant AAUP statement's (a) were not intended as enforceable codes of

conduct but rather as desirable dorms; and (b) compelled the retention
rather than the dismissal of Miss Davis on the facts presented to the

'Bold.

Yet a decisive ma)orfty of the Board rejected Coblentz' arguments

based, on academic freedom principles and constitutional law and terminated.
Miss

contract a few days before its expiration.

*nce the Davis case, at least one other governing board has
ti

seized dpoa AAUP standards as though they were quasi-criminal-codes of

punishIblebehavior.
two-edged sword.

This experience suggests that self-regulation id a

Faculties that adopt standalds of professional respon-.

sibility to set high goals and ideals may find a cynical governing board
ready to pervert those standards to a' purpose, for which they were.neyer,
intended.

It $s not hard to imagine q controversial faculty member who

hatirpublicly attacked the trustees being dismissed because.(in violation
of 06 facility aenate's own code) he has.failed,to !'set an example-of.

detached acholarship'or has not "shown due respect for the opinions of
othe's. "/ There is probably,no way to.prevent such diStortionof-profes-,

sional codes; if the trustees want badly enough to fire the controversial
!

9

professor-they will.do it anyway, with or without scripture to cite.

13,

-5.i-

The ohviou

at the str,ct of the code

caution is to

ability and punis;:meut are not its main functions

lit enforce-

though such cat-ats

are unlikely to deter a go,:otning board Ltin.:ioua to find ways of turning a

faculty upon itself.

The dilemma 's tnavoidable:

The faculty that doel

not regulate itself will be regulated 116F6itarshly from without; the fatulty
that does regulnte itself may. sillply

1,to useful ammunition tO its enemies.

11,
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Ill.
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011 the campus as elsewhere, prcvent-ion is far prefereide to cere.

Yet prevention is all uncertain safeguard for such cpheremeral

as those of academic freedom.

Threats of the kind we have survc,

ar,

cfren planned clandestinely and arc not. Mode public until the t.

effective opposition has passed or the potential opponents have
sharply divided thet no viable response can be itounted.

Even where

is public the meaninz, of such threats is not clear to many facuity

until iL is too late -- as witness the Henderson Law in New Yor
House Committee's campus speaker questionnaire.

;::,

Sometimes Lhe ntuve

and exteuL of the threat are not apparent when general policy is 1)(1;;
and opposition may he voiced; the cutting teeth are added late,'

V:h,

o.

it

is no loneer possible to protest.

Perhaps most important, the academic community is simply not

organized to protect itself since it has seldom
warranting such cohesion.

been faced with threats

Save perhaps for. JV%t:P, its patterns and

structures seek much more limited and more tangible objectives -- pooling
knowledge in particular subject areas, disseminating findings, gaining
financial support for scholarly activities, setting academic standards
and qualifications, etc.

Even those few groups organized partly for

professional self-preservation have emphasized procedural

more than

substantive safeguards; they have relied upon techniques -- notably
investigation and litigation
repression.

well adapted to meeting familiar forms of

The very success of these efforts in the past stay help to

explain why the nature of the threat itself has so clanged in recent years.

J.
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r, medies follow undei- several hcading2:

Jrfor

A.

nC,A(

Sili-;.* 11-d

F

Ther are

it ih

if the iae:.dect

Al; recent exi.

ience has taught,

ncadeL:ic prolesion would also be better protectiTh

li,.tte

informed

There is limited

awareness of pending. legislnion Lind: Liy affect ,:utonol,:!y an :l governance.

Mich 1(!ss is there adequate warning of admnistratve changes and executive
orders.

What

needed is a wholly new approach to gathering and cliscmi-

natin;.; vital infomation, working through contact5n major state capit:tls,
journals that do gather such informat ion, and the like.

is in hand it needs to be disseminated widely

Once the materf,_il

not only for information:11

purpDses but also to spur early ors!Lnization that might avert repressive

And materials that appear to have only momentary interest must be

actiOn.

more carefully filed and indexed,4heir potential cannot always be assessed
at the time.

(Illustratively, Volume I of the opinions of the Attorney

General of Arizona is unavailable in Phoenix.

The bapk contains an opinion

of great importance on the constitutionality of school prayer and Bible
reading.

Only four copies appear to be extant .throughout the United

Stet-es, and they are in the hands of unusually vigilant or acquisitive
collectors.)

Some infoLinational tasks may be facilitated by closer collaboration

among faculty organizations; while they may be adversaries in collective
bargaining elections they still nave more interests in common than in
opposition.

Cooperation may also be possible with other professional

groups -- associntions of elementary and secondary teachers, librarians'
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groups, student organizations, enlightened labor unions in other fields,
etc.

Mot' important, the interests of faculty are increasingly parallel

to those of embattled administrators.

The two constituencies should make
natural tc,nsion that exists between

common cause wherever feasible; the

professors and presidents or chancellors surely does not preclude some
sharing of information and occasional joint ventures.

(Witness, for

example, the close liaison between AAUP and such groups as the Association
of American Colleges and the Association of Governing Boards.)
B.

The academic profession must seek to expand

Participation.

its participation at two distinct levels where its interests are implicated -- in the centralized law making process and in the local lawenforcement process.

Neither suggesti,,.. requires elaborate explanation.

Where legOlation is pending that affects faculty autonomy, every
effort should be made to obtain an audience and present an effective case
before legislation becomes final.

Occasionally'a legislative committee

will invite the formal submission of faculty views, as did the Ohio Special
Committee

last summer (with probably beneficial effects if one compares

te Committee report with House Bill 1219.)

At other times the committee

may summon only university administrators (as in Indiana during the summer
and fall of

year.)

Or it may carefully select the professors it wants

to hear, so their unrepresentative testimony will coat the resulting
legislation with a thin patina of legitimacy.

Yet even token participation

is better than none, and it is likely to assure that some faculty voice
will be heard the next time.
rarticipation at the campus level is no less

to autonomy.

It would be foolish to suggest that the tragedies at Kent and Jackson
could have been averted if the faculties had played a more active role

G
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ih determining when police would be called.

In neither cas,.i was the

President even consulted, so the absence of channels for faculty participation in law enforcement decisions cannot be blamed.

But for

he future,

the realization (if only as a result of Kent and Jackson) that campus

administrators will be consulted before police or Guardsmen are deployed
makes some assurance of faculty consultation all the more imperative.
The implementation of the imperative is more difficult.

Perhaps a

bargaining agent or a faculty senate can insist upon a stake in major
security decisions, although experience shows such a guarantee is not
always adequate.

Presidents and chancellors may in the future be more

anxious to diffuse their own responsibility for such hazardous decisions
and will therefore welcome a faculty request for participation.

Whatever

the obstacles, the goal is sufficiently important to warrant substantial
faculty effort.
C.

Legislation.

is defensive in nature.

Most of what has been suggested to this point
This is probably not the time to be overly

sanguine about enhancing the safeguards for academic freedom in those very
forums that generate the gravest threats.

Yet the quest should not be

abandoned for wider adherence to basic precepts of academic freedom.

Every opportunity to defend should be seen as a chance also to take the
initiative.

Any witness appearing in defense of academic freedom should,

for example, offer suggestions of ways in which laws or regulations could

better safeguard faculty, staff or student interests -- by guaranteeing
fair prior hearings, by repealing loyalty-security requirements, revoking
speaker bans, etc.

(After all, the Ohio

Committee did come down

quite hard in support of adequate notice, an impartial hearing, internal
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not square easily with the legislation enacted earlier in the year.)
D.

Investigation.

Ad hoc committees for investigation have long been

the stock in trade of AAUP -- mainly for complaints in the area of academic
freedom-but also occasionally in respect to governance questions.

Some

professional associations have conducted their awn investigations where
the academic freedom of members of the discipline is especially affected;

a few groups, such as the Associaticn of American Law Schools, have a
parallel censure procedure .4.s well as the machinery for investigation.

Other disciplinary societies have recently created academic freedom
committees whose work will supplement or complement the work of Committee
A.

Meanwhile the Association of State Colleges and Universities, in

withdrawing its endorsement of the AAUP 1940 Statement on academic freedom,
has indicated it may send committees along to keep an eye on ad hoc.AAUP
committees e?,cploring academic freedom compldints.

This proliferation of interest in investigation raises the spectre
There is also the danger of conflict

of overlapp:Ing or duplicative work.

and lack of coordination that may hurt the efforts of all faculty groups.
(Note the case of

a faculty member who settled his academic freedom

grievance with the administration out of court on condition that AAUP
would not investigate, and then sought'assistance from the academic
freedom committee of his own professional association, which did authorize
an investigation.

In the future, it will probably be harder for either

organization to represent the interests of a faculty member mistreated by
that administration.)
E.

Litigation.

a

Finally, there is of course resort to the courts.

Over the years, AAUP, NEA and othLr organizations have been highly success-
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ful in striking down speaker bans, loyalty oaths and other restrictions
by means of test cases.

Sometimes they have brought suit on behalf of

the organization itself; sometimes they have suppOrted litigation brought

by individual faculty members; and on other occasions they have participated
through friend-of-the-court briefs in cases brought by others.

Litigation

has been and continu2s to be a vital means of safeguarding academic
autonomy.

Yet several cautions qualify the increasing resort to the courts in
such matters.

Fiist, not every threat to academic freedom. is in fact

amenable to suit.

A legislative resolution is virtually invulnerable to

attack, however clear its chilling effect may be.

A Congressional or state

legislative investigating committee can seldom be enjoined, even when it
ranges far beyond its charter and inquires into highly sensitive and
delicate relationships.

Until very recently, it was assumed that the non-

renewal of probationary appointments could not be challenged in court
unless an invalid reason were gratuitously given.

Statutes that threaten

academic freedom in the abstract may have to await court challenge until
they

are actually applied in such a way as to deprive individuals el

constitutionally protected rights.

Various barriers of this sort make

the courts more remote than laymen often suppose.
Second, litigation is an expensive and time- consuming way to vindicate
individual rights, even where it is the only way.

Unless volunteer laywers

are available and are prepared to carry the case through all the courts to
which it may be appealed, legal fees may run into thousands of dollars.
addition, there are substantial filing fees and printing costs.

In

More

important, the major test case may require a plaintiff who ks willing and

able to go without pay for a considerable time; if he either t4kes another
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job or complies with the challenged requirement, the case may be rendered
moot.

Third, test cases do not always best F,rve the long-range goals of
those who might bring them.

As a tactical mattr.,-. a stat

of doubtful validity may be better left untested.

or regulation

A legislature may have

overreached itself for essentially political reasona, and may care little
about enforcement.

In other cases the very defects that impair its--

constitutionality -- vague langua;;e and uncertain scope, for example --

also make the law difficult or even impossible to apply.

A decision striking

-""

it down will get the objectipnable provisions off the books, to be sure, but
may also serve notice to the legislature or the agency'how to write a new
law that will serve the same ends but will withstand judicial scrutiny.

Thus practical wisdom may sometimes militate ggainst litigation even where
the outcome is predictably favorable.

Finally, the increasing submission of many academic questions to
the courtSposes subtler risks.

Judges are seldom expert in matters of

university governance or the sRecial needs of the academy.

Cou4s

asked

to decide on,., aspect of a controversy may go on to reach other related

issues, MUking some bad law and setting dangerous precedent along the way.

Meanwhile, readier resort to the courts for the settlement of academic
disputes may cause,

the international decision-making organs to atrophy.

Hence the collateral risks of litigation must be weighted against the
main benefits in each case.

Despite these hazards and limitations, litigation remains an
f

essential safeguard of academic freedom.
c

7

Loyalty oaths and speaker bans

41 never have been eliminated by any other means; persistent attempts
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at legislative repeal were uniformly unsuccessful.
the enforcement of an opprcssiiie 'statute.

Only a court can enjoin

A judicial decree may be essential

to assure thereinstatement of a wrongfully dismissed faculty member.

And

where a criminal prosecution encroaches upon academic freedom or autonomy,
there

of course no choice whether to litigate the issue.
Yet litigation is not the best solution for all academic freedoli'

controversies. It is a tool of great power that must be used sisitively
and sparingly, for litigation readily"invites undue reliance.

Indeed, -the

value of the laysuit where it is essential. to vindicate academic interests

may be undermined by too frequent resort to the-Tourts where the case is

4

less urgent.
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